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ABSTRACT
This final report describes the goals and activities

of the Mentor Project, a feasibility study involving the use of
handicapped employees as mentors to assist handicapped youth to make
the transition from school to work. The first section details the
context of the study, including the project's conception of the
mentor experience, a review of vocational programming in
Massachusetts, and considerations for research. Section II briefly
outlines the technical objectives, involving_the development of
Models for using successfully employed disabled workers as mentors;
integrating special .Nducation, vocational rehabilitation,_and
vocational education resources;_and utilizing industry volunteers in
inservice training of vocational rehabilitation, special education,
and vocational education staff. The third section details study
methods and activities, including development of selection criteria,_
conduct of a needs assessment, interviews with industry personnel and
service providers, and decisions concerning an advisory committee.
Section IV provides information on the school needs assessment
conducted at two comprehensive high schools, a technical high school,
and a bi-county collaborative service program. Interviews with eight
companies representing the area industries are described in the fifth
section, and interviews with 19 service providing agencies are
discussed in the sixth section. The final section concludes_that the
positive findings of the feasibility study support the development of
a demonstration mentor model program. Appendices provide a brief
description of the proposed mentor model, the questionnaire used in
interviews with schools, and lists of the companies and service
agencies interviewed. (CB)
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FINAL REPORT SUBMITTED BY:

SUMMARY

Harold Russell Associates, Inc.
235 Bear Hill_Road
Waltham, MA 02154

PRIMCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Sarah L. Patton, Senior Associate

SUBMITTED TO: U.S. Department of Education
Contract No. 300-84-0175

TOPIC 5: Research and Development of Models,
Guiles and Plans for Handicapped Populations

TITLE: The Mentor Project: Involving Handicapped
Employees in the Transition of Handicapped
Youth from School to Work

Project_Summary: The purpose_of the_Phase_I project was to_conduct
a _feasibility study to collect information _concerning industry
volunteerism specifically_in regard to using handicapped industry
employees_ as mentors for_disabled secondary students. Improving
the transition_of disabled youth from school to work was an overall
goal. School systems0_ industry personnel' state agency
representatives and additional service providers were interviewed
to gather information concerning the mentor concept.

The results of the SBIR_Phase I study _support_ Harold Russell
Associates' _(HRA) observation that there is a need to enhance the
prevocational programming or the world of work orientation for
disabled students, in order to improve their transition from school
to _work oradditional postsecondary education/training._ The
study's findings _also support HRA's observation that _handicapped
youth lack role models and mentors who can assist them in choosing
careers' preparing for careers and seeking a_job. _In addition;
there are few systemmatic programs with schools involving industry
volunteerism for disabled students.

Key Words Describing the Pro'ect: Handicapped Youth, School
Work Transition, Industry Volunteerism.

Anticipated Results and Commercial Application: The response
the mentor concept was supportive. Therefore, HRA developed a
proposal for SBIR Phase II funding.

HRA proposes to operate a mentor program at_three different_ school
settings. The program will demonstrate the benefits_which can be
derived from_ amentor relationship between disabled industry
employees and disabled_ students. _ It will also demonstrate
effective_ practices in establishing and maintaining these
relationships. It will complete these_ practices in the form of_a
training _manual. The manual will be marketed primarily to
industries and school systems for the purpose of encouraging the
establishment of similar programs elsewhere.

Several organizations have expressed an interest in the training
manual. HRA's marketing efforts will start with these
organizations. Because of the favorable response to the _mentor
concept; HRA is confident that there will be a receptive market for
the training manual.
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FINAL REPORT

Context of the Study

A. HRA Experience

The mentor concept as developed for the SBIR Phase I study is the
result of information gathered through HRA experience in two
areas, industry involvement with handicapped issues and school to
work transition for disabled youth. HRA's involvement in section
504 and affirmative action training or assistance for
Massachusetts' businesses provides knowledge as to the various
industry programs offered for handicapped individuals. HRA has
also gained insight as to program posaibilities for involving
industry personnel and handicapped individuals. In addition,
NRA'S experience in helping to develop and manage the
Massachusetts' Project With Industry has been especially
rewarding and has provided staff with a forum for learning and
exchanging ideas concerning industry volunteerism.

Staff's previous experience with Massachusetts' school systems
and the provision of_services for disabled_youth combined With
HRA's_ recent_ nationalstudy_ on cooperative programming for
disabled students to aid in the transition_from school to work
has also contributed to the thinking which_ led to the development
of the mentor concept. It is clear that prevocational_ and
vocational _programming is critical_for the successful transition
Of _disabled students from school into the world of work.
Handicapped youth may also require a unique set of intervention
strategies within a continuum of support services in order to
make a successful transition to independent adult life. TiRA
research_ and experience contributed to the following
observations:

Vocational_ programming for special needs students iS
not a widely accepted practice;

The development of comprehensive services and new
strategies for service delivery requires coordination
among the various service agencies for disabled youth;

Industry_ is_an underutilized resource for_ involvement
in vocational programming for disabled students.

B. Vocational Programming in Massachusetts

While _the _Massachusetts Department of Education, Divisions of
Special Education and Occupational Education support the
philosophy of providing comprehensive vocational preparation_ for
handicapped _studentst actual programming in local school
districts varies considerably. The result_is that some students
do not receive any vocational services at all, while many do not
receive_ the_ mix of services necessary to prepare them for the
world of work.
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In Massachusetts vocational skill training for secondary
students is provided through a system of regional_ vocational-
technical schools. Students leaving_ middle school decide_ _to
attend either a vocatiOna17technical School or comprehensive high
school. Inevitably,_ this system has led to the perception that
the vocational-technical schools_only prepare students for jObt
and the comprehensive high schools_prepare students for further
training or education. Even though the Massachusetts_Department
of Education strongly encourages enrollment of handicapped
students in vocational-technical schools' many vocational-
technical schools_remain reluctant and often resistant to serving
the disabled student, especially_the more severely disabled.*
The majority of disabled students, therefore, attend
comprehensive high schools or state/private institutions.

Because the majority of disabled students in comprehensive _high
schools do not go on to college, there is a critical need _to
provide _prevocational training or world of work_orientation for
these students; Most school districts belong to special
education collaboratives_ which _sometimes provide _vocational
preparation_ programming for mainly_the low_ incidence handicapped
student; These_programs_are limited in number and do not service
all handicapped students; The special _needs students in
vocational-technical schools fare somewhat_better than_ their
counterparts in comprehensive high _schools; Nevertheless,
vocational-technical schools, especially those more open to
serving handicapped students, are realizing the necessity_ to
provide more intensive world of work orientation for_ their
handicapped students, than otherwise is provided; Industry ca:.
play an important role to improve education's vocational
preparation offerings and to increase the number of handicapped
students entering the work force;

C . Cortside_r_a_ticals for_ assear_ch

As a result of its extensive research and training experience in
integration of community and industry resources and the
transition of handicapped students from school to work, HRA
identified several problems to be considered and evaluated during
the Phase I study;

a. Many handicapped youth lack accurate and current
information about available entry level jobs, job
requirements, training requirements and available
resources; The infusion of career education
principles into academic coursework is not a
widely accepted practice in Massachusetts schools;
Many special education teachers attempting to
incorporate vocational materials into their
clIrriculum rely on career outlook materials which

*It is required that 10 percent of a vocational-technical school
enrollment must be special needs;
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identify broad employment trends and_ general
career paths. These_materials are often not
specific enough to addreSS local job markets.
Moreover, due to shifting economic conditions,
these material8 cannot reflect the current trends.

b. Special education teachers, vocational teachers
and rehabilitation professionals need accurate
information about the _needs and practices of
industry in order to effectively guide students
and client8. Many teachers and rehabilitation
counselorS graduate from university-based training
programs and proceed directly into positionS where
they muSt assist handicapped individuals in
preparing for careers. Studies have shown that
these professionalS are unsure of opportunitieS in
industry and are reluctant to initiate contact
with industry representatives.

c. Industry involvement in_ career_ awarenett and
exploration activities for_handicapped students
has traditionally_ been_conducted on an ad_ hrid
basis and limited_to such activities as occasional
classroom_ presentations, _participation in career
fairs; and hosting_of field trips. _While these
activities _have been valuable, _they_usually
involve _industry managers who_ describe the
opportunities within the_company_in_general terMS.
Very rarely are disabled individuals_utilized to
make such presentations. As a_result, StUdents
lack well_ defined input from disabled ihdUStry
representatives who work at near entry level.

d. While industry managers have _participated in
boards_ and COmmittees of training and pladeffient
projects, rarely are disabled _employed8
representing entry_ level jobs and _their
supervisors involved _with handicapped youth ahd
adults in any Systematic way. Occasional regUests
aro _made for disabled schOol or VR graduates tO
speak to groups of_students or clients. This is
rarely done as part of a cOOrdinated program of
vocational preparation.

e. There are feW tOle models for handicapped youth
and_ adults seeking entry level jobt. While the
media does repOrt_ accounts of _disabled people
overcoming great obstacles in order _to succeed,
students rarely come_into contact with employed
disabled adults and therefore have few MOdelS Of
success. As a _result, they may be _unsure of
opportun::ties or_have_unrealistic expectations of
what can be achieved.



f. Handicapped individuals lack mentors during job
placement. Most job seeking programs focus on the
development of contacts within the business world
who can attest to the candidates' abilities and
act as.a referral source in identifying job leads.
While entry level skills and abilities are
essential, it is often a matter of who you know in
addition to what you know. HRA believes that
disabled individuals do not have well developed
networks in business, particularly in connection
with successfully employed disabled persons.
Lacking "a friend in the business" many disabled
youth and adults must rely on traditional
personnel channels. While these channels may
result in jobs, studies have shown that many
individuals are hired as a result of efforts of
relatives, neighbors and friends who are current
employees.

These observations formed_the basis of HRA's eesearch into the
feasibility and potential of using handicapped industry personnel
at_ mentors for secondary students in special education.
Additional models of industry volunteerism would also be
considered during the course of the study. HRA hoped to support
the assumption that industry volunteerism would improve the
transition of disabled youth from school into appropriate work
situations_ or post-secondary education._ It was hoped that the
study's findings would lay the foundation for Phase_ II_ model
development_ and preparation of materials to be tested and then
disseminated in the form of a training manual.

II. Phase I Technical 0 jectives

Ob'ective 1:

Develop_ models_for national use_which_will involve successfully
employed disabled_ persons and their supervisors from high
technology and related_companies as mentors in improving the
transition of handicapped youth from school to work.

Ob'ective 2:

Develop models for integrating special education, vocational
rehabilitation and vocational education resources so as to avoid
duplication of industry involvement and overtaxing of volunteer
resources.
_

Objective 3:

Develop_ models for the involvement of_ industry volunteers _in
joint _in-service training_of vocational rehabilitation, special
education and vocational education staff.



III. Study Methods and Activities

Upon award of the Phase I contract, HRA staff's first activity
involved the development of a project description. This
description enabled staff to introduce the study's concept to_ a
variety of people either through mail or in person. (see
Appendix for copy of the Project Description.) The process of
developing the project description required that staff develop a
set of tasks necessary for successful completion of the atudy.
Initially five tasks were identified. During the course of the
study it became necessary to add another task, service provider
interviews, in order to accomplish the study's putpose. The
following is a detailed account of each of the six tasks and
their accompanying activities. The results of the interviews
will be described in a separate section.

A. Development of Selection Criteria and the Identifica
_Lion of School Diatricts -to be Involvediii tbe Study

Staff originally intended to develop the selection criteria in
conjunction with representatives of the Massachusetts Department
of Education, Divisions of Special Education and Occupational
Education; It became evident, after initial contact with the
Special Education/Occupational Education Coordinator, that they
could assist in identifying secondary schools but preferred that
HRA develop the selection criteria based on the needs of the
study; In order to comply with this request, HRA staff developed
the following criteria;

School_commitment_to p_roviding vocational prog_ram,
ming for special needs students;

BRA staff felt that the absence of administrative commitment to
the concept of vocational preparation of special needs students
would result in refusal to participate in the needs assessment or
lack of information concerning the vocational needs of disabled
students;

Coordination between special education, vocational
education and vocational rehabilitation;

The _mentor program_concept_was not developed in order to solve
coordination problems but to enhance or improve existing
mechanisms which provide for a continuum of services; The state
education representative suggested that HRA consider schools that
had received from the state, joint funding between special
education and occupational education to improve vocational
services for special needs youth; Vocational rehabilitation
coordination is discussed at the end of this section;

The school rlistrict would benefit from such
programs,;
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HRA staff wanted to work with schools that needed assistance in
improving their vocational services for disabled youth to ensure
that the program would be filling a need.

After consulting with the state education representative another
criteria was added;

Selection ot _at_ _Imes'. _one of mach of the three
types Ot smcondary school_ se_tirnis- can
prom ide vocational pr og r amming _tot disabied youth-:-
comptehensive high schooli vocata_on-"ci=echnical
schooli _and a_sperfal mdurartan coIlabota_ttve.

Based on the above selection criteria the education
representative suggested seven possible school settings to
participate in the needs assessment; After contacting the
schools and_screening for interesti the list was narrowed to four
school settings_for participation in the study. One vocational-
technical sdhOol* two comprehensive high schools and one special
education collaborative were selected to participate: Shawsheen
Valley Technical High Schooli Lawrence and Scituate Comprehensive
High SChools and the Hi-County Collaborative;

The state office of the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission
(MRC) was contacted concerning the feasibility study and reaction
tO the mentor concept. The MRC representative distributed copies
of the project description to the Regional Offices which service
the Seven school districts being considered for participation in
the study. It _became_evident that MRC involvement with the
sch0O1S Wat Minimal and could not_be considered as a factor in
deciding_ the four school settings for participation. Howeveri
staff_did tedeiVe enthUsiastic support for the mentor concept and
a Willinghett tO _ekplore areas_ in _which MRC _could become
involved. The MRC interVieWS att detatibed in SeCtion VI of this
final repOrt.

B. Development_ and _Conduct of a Needs Assessment Of
Selected School DiStridtS

The needs assessments of the three SChbialt and One diallabbrative
fbdUtted on the following_categories: (1) background information
including tjeOgraphic and socio.7.economic characteristics of the
diStridt_ SerVed by the Sdhohlt and dollabdtatiVe, SChool
programming and spedial edudation programming; (2) vocational
PrograMMing _indlUding prevocational Offerings' vocational7
technidal training/ _Work/StUdy pthgtairito _bartiett th vocational
programming/ and deVelOpMent of_ vocational goals for IEP;
(3) toordination indlUding ihteradtion betWeenSPeCial edUdatibh
and vocational edUdatitint dotitdinatitin With MRC_and Other ttatt
or_ private service prbVidett and relatiOnthipt With _the_ Middle
sChbOlSi_ and (4) ihduttty inVOlVeitent indlUding jibb develOpMento
industry/ciducation beicipttativt Ventures, and reaction tei the
mentor concept. (See Appendik fCt qUeStiOnhaite format.)
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The purpose of the needs assessments was to assist staff in
verifying: the status of vocational preparation for special
needs students, the level of industry involvement with schools,
school personnel's views on industry volunteerism and _what
activities would be most effective, whether or not there would be
a sufficient number of youth who could benefit from a mentor
program, and whet!ler or not there were sufficient number of high
technology companies in the area.

C; Identification _of_ Potential Companies to Become
Involved In the Study

Over the years BRA has developed many close relationships with
various high technology companies in the Boston metropolitan
area; Staff primarily contacted representatives of these
companies to interview concerning the mentor concept. This
avoided the time-consuming activity of writing unknown industry
representatives and waiting to receive approval for an interview
session; Through the school needs assessments; staff were also
able to identify additional companies to contact, if Phase II
funding is approved and for marketing purposes;

D. Interviews Dt Industry Personnel to Explore the
Po_teritial for _and _Limits to Volunteerism.

A standard questionnaire was developed for interviewing industry
representatives; The questionnaire focussed on gathering
information concerning: affirmative action policies; company
programs for disabled employees; company programs with school
systems; and reaction to the mentor concept; HRA staff hoped
that the industry interviews would provide information about
companies' attitudes toward working with disabled people; school
systems and disabled students; (Please see Appendix for the
Industry Interview Questionnaire;)

B; 3nterviews with Service Pro_v_iders_ to Explore the Mentor
ConceE

Ps previously mentioned, this task was added as HRA staff began
to realize that more information was needed concerning the
feasibility of operating a mentor program and that service
providers coulel provide additional sources for mentors; A formal
questionnaire was not developed because of the variety of service
providers interviewed and the varying purposes for interviewing
these different service providers;

F. Preparation of a Model Utilization plan far Involvement
of ineuntry VoluntPere aa Mentors in Coordinated pro-
grams_aetween Special Bducation_i_ Vocational Eduration
and Vocational Rahalnilitation

The various needs assessments and interviews provided HRA staff
with_ enough information to refine the mentor concept and develop
a plan for program operation/model utilization for Phase II
funding. A description of the program model developed for the

7
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Phase II pu)posal is provided as part of the conclusion Of thit
final report.

G. Advisory Committed

BRA staff _initially_ intended to_convene a Project _Advisory
Committee in order to_provide guidance to the staff throughout
the_ course of the_project. Contacts with the Massachusetts
Division of Special_Education; the Massachusetts Rehabilitation
Commission _and Raytheon Company were initiated _quickly_ upon
reward of Phase I funding_to seek advice and_help in initiating
the feasibility study. This advice was needed before an advisory
committee _meeting could be arranged. Scheduling problems then
arose which caused delays in planning and holding a meeting. AS
a_result, because of the.short nature of the_contract and because
of_the high level of_support and advice provided from_one to one
interaction, it was decided to continue advisory participation on
an individual rather than group basis.

IV. School Needs Assessment

A; Background Information

Becausethe school needs_assessment encompassed a broad range Of
communities with very_different populations and very different
economic settings, the_background characteristics of each site
will be discussed separately, below.

Lawrence Comprehensive High School

Lawrence is an older, economically depressed city with a large
hispanic population. Its primary industries_have been_ paper
packaging, textiles; and shoe manufacturing. The high technology
industry is just beginning to develop in the area.'

There are approximately 1,350 special needs students in the
Lawrence schools; over 15% of the school population; These
students represent the full range of handicapping conditions
including learning disabilities; hearing and visual impairments;
mobility. impairments; _and mental disabilities. Lawrence has a
large mentally retarded population.

The majority of handicapped students_ in Lawrence_are_mainstreamed
to some degree; In addition; there are diverse special education
programs ranging from bilingual resource rooms to substantially
separate programs_ for mentally retarded_ students;_ emotionally
disturbed_ students,- severely learning disabled students; and
hearing-impaired students;

Shawsheen Valley Technical High, School

Shawsheen serves _five_ communities which are _growing rapidly
because of the high tech industry._ The communities represent_an
economic mix ranging from blue collar to upper income. _They are
steadily moving f:om blue collar to professional, however;

11
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Shawsheen has an enrol lrsent of about 1,600 students of whom 275
are special needs. The special needs include mild mental
retardation, learning disabilities, visual impairments and
behavior disorders; Shawsheen also serves some multi-handicapped
and some TMR students. Some special needs students are totally
mainstreamed with monitoring by the special needs resource
teacher; The majoritY of special needs students attend a
resource room as well ss regular classes. Other students attend
self-contained academic Classes but are integrated into shop
ar_as with the assistance of aides.

Scituate .9.2!LIEKehen8ive High School

Scituate High School is located in an affluent area with a summer
resort economy. There are many restaurants, shops, and services
but there is no local manuf-acturing. The closest high tech firms
are several towns away.

Scituate has a total sch901 population of 3,026 and there are 118
special needs students !41 the high school. Scituate is a very
college-oriented commuhltY and most learning disabled students
are mainstreamed into ac"4demic programs; There are no hearing-
impaired or blind sturin-ts at present in the high school but
students with these disabil ities are generally mainstreamed as
well;

Scituate has a very high mentally retarded population and there
is a great deal of aware ness in the community regarding this
disability; The parent are well-informed; active in consumer
organizations and very 11,1vnlved in their children's programming;
The high school serves MlIcily to severely retarded students and
an are well-integrated s°Cially.

15j9-L)tati Collabotat ive

The Bi-County Collaborative (BICO) serves forty-five different
cities and towns in S°utheastern Massachusetts. The area
encompasses both comprehensive high schools and vocational-
technical schools; Arsa_industry is varied, including high tech
firms, manufacturing comPahles, and jewelry companies;

;-4
BICO exists to provide 30-nt educational programs and/or services
for member districts. It is governed by a policy board of
fifteen designated school-sgperintendents and a representative of
the Southeast Regional EdUcational Center. Its programs range
from Preschool and Earl-Y Childhood Development Centers to
vocational programs for secondary school students; It serves a
wide range of handicaPPXhg conditionsi particularly severely
handicapped, low-incidenCe Students. Its vocational programs are
generally located within comprehensive high schools or area
vocational-technical schoola.

B. Vocational ning

Each of the needs assessmetlt sites has recognized the importance

9
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of vocational programming for disabled students and has developed
special programming in this area. All agreed, however, that more
vocational programs are needed. Some of the specific programs
which have been developed are as follows:

Lawrence

Lawrence runs a vocational _program for mildly to severely
impaired mentally retarded students which received joint funding
from the state Divisions of Special Education and Occupational
Education. Students in this program receive a half=day of
academics and a half-day of prevocational training. The program
focusses on developing the behaviors and social skills necessary
to hold a job. The program emphasizes the importance of
industry connections and there are plans to hire an industry
liaison staff person.

Special needs students have access to several _other vocational
options. They_ may_ participate in high_school courses in auto
mechanics, distributive education, electronics, culinary arts,
drafting, or woodworking. These courses operate at a less
advanced level than those of the area vocational-technical
school; Lawrence has received a JTPA grant to run a work
experience program and some special needs students participate in
this; Some special needs students also participate in the
school's work-study program;

With the exception of the mentally retarded studentsi pre-
vocational programming is not available to special needs students
on a regular basis; Its provision depends on individual
teachers; Moreover; with the exception of those in the jointly-
funded program; special needs students seldom have vocational
goals in their IEP's;

Shawsheez

Because Shawsheen is a vocational-technical school, all of its
courses are vocationally-oriented. The first year is exploratory
and then a trade area is assigned; The school is in the process
of developing a competency-based curriculum; In the mean -.Arne

the present curriculum is adapted to the special needs of
students. Modifications have also been made in the shop areas
when necessary;

Shawsheen also runs Project Score, a special prevocational/voca-
tional program for severely handicapped students; The goal is
to provide them with sufficient skills in three years. for
eventual placement in industry; Skill areas include graphic
arts, _culinary arts, and metal fabrication; Where possible.,
students progress into Shawsheen's regular program; project
Score serves learning disabled, mentally retarded and emotionally
disturbed students;

Counselors meet with junior high staff to develop initial
vocational goals for the IEP. Every year the ISP is reviewed.

10
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The school has computerized objectives for each trade area so
that individualized tasks and skills can be liSted in the IEP.

Shawsheen operates a_co-op program for seniors in which they work
one week and attend_school_the next. They_receive credit in
addition to being paid by_their employer. Some special needs
students participate in this program.

Scituate

Scituate's _vocational programs focus primarilyon mentally
disabled students._ BecauseScituate_is a very college-oriented
dommunity0_ learning disabled students generally remain _in
academic classes. _ The school is_now trying_to involve learning
disabled stUdents in their special vocational programs.

Scituate offers _two major programs. The School-to-Community
Transitional Employment Program serves mild to moderate mentally
disabled_students. Sheltered workshop training within the school
is provided for more severely retarded students.

The Ttahsitional EmplOyment PtOgtam has thtee phases. The_first
phase includes _prevocational_attitudinal and _Skill _training.
Students participate_in a daily prevocational class and receive
Skill training, making use of school_ resources, s.q.t food
service _is taught_in the school cafeteria. In the second phase
the student participates in _community7based work experience
program. The student, the teacher/ and the consultant agree on a
community training site. The_ consultant provides diredt
supervision to the student for a limited time and then maintains
weekly communication with the student and the employer. The
consUltant keeps a log on student progress and prepares quarterly
reports fOr the student, teacher, and parents. In phase three of
the program the_consultant approaches employers with successful
trainees and explores opportunities for employment.

As mentioned earlier, Scituate is a resort community and has no
local factories_or large_industries. Local_businesses are very
receptive_ to_hiring handicapped persons, however. _Placements
have _included restaurants, supermarkets, nursing homes;_pet
grooming_ shops, garden shops and similar_ small businesses;
Placements generally occur in or_near Scituate since there_is_no
publit transportation and many of the students involved do not
drive.

Sdituate _special needs_ students make little use of the area
vocational-technical school._ The curriculum is not competency7
based, _Moreover, the sdhool has been hesitant to accept_mentally
retarded students in the past. It has cited safety issues_ and
has voiced other reservations_about their ability to participate
in the vocational training offered.

BICO

BICO provides both prevocational and vocational programs at the

11
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secondary school level. It also offers intermediate-level
prevocationaI programs. Parents in the area are pushing more and
more for vocational programs, finding that there are still not
enough in local high schools.

BICO's programs include the Work Lab for mentally retarded
students, the Learning Center for emotionally disturbed students,
and a hearing-impaired program at a local vocational school.
BICO also runs Project Share for learning disabled/behaviorally
disturbed students; In this program students are integrated
within the shop areas of a comprehensive high school. A
vocational special needs instructor runs a resource shop and
serves as a liaison with the regular vocational education
instructors; Another program for the learning disabled is the
Intermediate Skill Development Program which is located in an
area vocational school.

BICO employs a vocational specialist to work with its special
programs. The specialist provides vocational counseling and
works on behaviors and attitudes. The specialist also provides
guidance on proper dress, filling out applications, and
interviewing. When students are ready to begin work experience,
the specialist seeks out job sites and makes placements.
Examples of placements include hotels, nursing homes, and fast
food operations.

Most BICO students at the high school level have vocational goals
in their IEP. Vocational counselors and program_people develop
the goals. Where possible shop teachers are included in this
process.

As in other areas BICO has found some vocational-technical
schools to be hesitant to serve special needs students. They
screen very closely and put a great deal of emphasis on outcomes.
They are now beginning to make accommodations, however.

C. Coordination

All of the needs assessment sites have some degree of contact
with vocational rehabilitation. The typical VR involvement
consists of outlining the referral process and accepting
referrals as students near graduation. The type of contact
varies with the VR counselor. At Shawsheen contact is generally
by telephone, while in Scituate the counselor makes regular
visits to the school;

The school people welcomed VR involvement and expressed the
desire that VR get invoIved_in early_ planning _for _students.
They mentioned that they could particularly use VR assistance in
working with severely-disabled students who might be able to
succeed in competitive employment given_the proper_supports. At
present, many of the students referred to VR go into _sheltered
employment. Several school systems expressed the hope that
Massachusetts' new Chapter 688 (transitional planning) will
result in earlier involvement on the part of VR.
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The needs assessment sites maintain contacts with a variety of
Other agencies and organizations. The staff persons involved
with programming for the_mentally disabled usually work with the
Department of Mental_Health._ Scituate and Shawsheen have worked
with JTPA to_obtain funding for special projects. Scituate also
works _with local and state advocacy organizations such as ARC's
and_ With the Special Education Department of Boston College.
BICO also works very closely with local parent groups.

D. Industry Involvement

None of the needs assessment sites have achieved significant
industry involvement in vocational programming for special needs
students. All recognize the importance of industry involvement
and are_ committed to working in this area; The major success of
the schools to date has been in establishing work experience
programs utilizing local businesses as work sites.

Lawrence is currently involved in an industry-initiated business-
education collaborative. The collaborative has not yet
identified specific goals or projects nor has it focussed on
diSabled students. Lawrence has also made industry contacts
regarding its vocational program for mentally retarded students;
The school staff would like to establish industry tours and to
shape the curriculum to better suit industry needs.

At Shawsheen each shop area has its own craft advisory committee
to ensure _that training meets the needs of the local labor
market. Shawsheen also has a general advisory committee made up
of industry personnel. Moreoveri through its placement effortsi
Shawsheen has made contact with all of the major companies in the
area. _None of its effortsi howeveri have particularly focussed
on special needs students;

As noted abovei_ there are no major industries in the Scituate
area. The school system maintains an excellent relationship with
many_ smaller local businesses. Because of the town's high
incidence_of mental retardationi it is a very aware community and
many local businesses employ retarded persons. Local businesses
have _been receptive_to using work experience students andi in
some instances* handicapped employees have served in an informal
mentor role to students_placed. Scituate also maintains a list
Of local business people who are willing to serve as speakers on
different occupational areas.

The BICO Collaborative has a long history of working with
industry. In fact, the Director of the collaborative served as
the chairperson of the local business-education collaborative for
over three_years. Despite good intentions the business-education
collaborative was unable to start up an actual program. _The BICO
director was able to list several_specific reasons_for this._ The
business-education collaborative lacked funding and the staff to
maintain coordination efforts. _The collaborative's monthly
meetings were not sufficient to sustain actual programming. The
collaborative's efforts demanded a great deal of the time of the
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BICO Director and his own BICO board _questioned the
appropriateness of this; On the industry side, there was a great
deal of staff turnover, and an economic slowdown to contend with;
Moreover, the staff assigned to the collaborative often did not
have decision-making authority;

Despite past problems, BICO would like to re-establish a formal
relationship with area industries. A successful program would
require involvement of decision-makers on both the education and
the business side and the the availability of staff people to
coordinate efforts and maintain contacts.

The BICO staff is also very interested in getting individual
students into industry for vocational orientation purposes. As
in Sdituate, some students have been placed in work sites which
already had developmentally disabled employees. As in Scituate,
some informal mentoring has occurred as a result.

E. Reaction to Mentor Concept

AIl of the needs assessment sites strongly supported_the concept
of a mentor program and saw it as benefiting both the students
and the companies involved; On the company side, the mentor
project was seen as a vehicle for attitudinal _change;_ Bringing
handicapped students into the work place would bring greater
awareness of handicapped people and of the broad range of
handicapping conditions; It would also provide an opportunity
for the mentor to work with the employer and other employees to
develop a better support system for handicapped persons on the
job; The mentor also would benefit from the program's recognition
of his/her capabilities and by providing an opportunity to make a
contribution to the development of others;

Many potential student benefits were listed; Some teachers noted
that many special needs students have self-esteem and
socialization problems which present barriers to employment even
when the proper technical skills are present; They also have
fears about how they will cope with the world of work; Actually
seeing a disabled person on the job might take some of their
fears away; It would also provide them with a role model;
Talking to disabled workers could help special needs students in
developing realistic vocational goals; It could also give them
ideas on possible job accommodations; Several school people added
that this type of information would be useful for parents as well
as students;

Shadowing was seen as beneficial because it helps in breaking
down the elements of a job; It can also provide concrete examples
of subjects taught in class; Shadowing was viewed as one of the
most important elements of a mentor program;

The sites felt that nearly aIl of their special needs students
could benefit from a mentor relationship; They added, however,
that student needs vary according to handicap and other personal
factors and that the design of the mentor program must take this
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into account. Some staff members; for example; mentioned that
many behaviorally disordered students do not_ _like _to be
associated with the idea of a handicap and that care would_ have
to be taken in "selling" the program to them. Others mentioned
that_ a_learning disability is a hidden_handicap and that_it may
be difficult to identify learning disabled_mentors_in_ the _work
force; A number of school people mentioned that mentally
retarded students seldom had an_opportunity_such as this and that
it would be very important for them to_participate. In fadt; in
Scituate and at_BICO, mentally retarded students_were seen as the
population _most_ inneed of a_ mentor experience. Learning
disabled, behaviorally disordered;_and hearing-impaired students
were other groups specifically mentioned at the sites as needing
mentors.

School staff people supported the mentor concept as a vehicle for
networking. They noted that the networking which would result
would benefit them as well as their students. They added that
they would like to work with industry but often do not know where
or how to start. They expressed the hope that the mentor program
would lead to other types of industry involvement.

None of the needs assessment sites saw any problem in assigning
staff to work with the mentor program or in_allowing students to
participate. They did; however; identify several issues _as
needing to be addrc,.3ed in the design of_a mentor_program. They
were uniform in sating that transportation is always a problem
in involving students in off-site programs. Students are _too
young or otherwise unable to drive .and parents are often
unavailable. Some parents are very concerned about students
losing their eligibility for benefits such as SSI if they
participate in vocational programs. On the industry side;
concerns about safety and insurance are often raised as barriers
to having students on site;

School Needs Assessment Findings/Implications for Phase II

School systems recognize the need for more vocational
programming options for handicapped students.

School systems have tried to obtain industry involvement but
have not been successful in establishing on-going programs
focussing on handicapped students.

School systems have found that special needs students have
low self-esteem and have many anxieties about going into the
work place.

icios
All of these findings point to the need for a pr gram
such as the mentor program. Students have liwited
opportunities to get actual knowledge of the work place
before they leave school. They are not sure about what
kinds of jobs are available to them and what kinds of
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jobs they could do. They are not sure how people will
accept them or treat them on the job. They have seldom
had working disabled adults as role models. The mentor
program could meet these needs. It could also provide
A focus for the beginning of regular contact between
the schools and industry.

The needs assessment sites serve a broad range of
handicapped students and feel that the mentor would be
appropriate for alLost all of them.

Implications

The mentor program must be designed in a way that will
allow it to accommodate a broad range of handicapped
persons. Simply matching physically handicapped
employees with physically handicapped students will not
meet the needs of the schools.

Disabled students have varied needs depending on their
disability and their personal situation.

Implications

The _matching processmust be_designed so _at to be
sensitive_to the individual needs_of the students. An
individual mentor plan_with special_objectives must be
developed for each participating student.

The needs assessment sites have existing vocational programs
for disabled students which could serve as a basis for the
mentor program.

Implications

The mentor program should tie in with existing
vocational programs and complement them. Tle mentor
program staff should develop close relations'lips with
the teachers in these programs, keep up to date on
course content, and try to develop mentor relationships
which are _relevant to the school _experience. The
mentor staff can also serve as a conduit for conveying
industry suggestions to the school staff and for
enhancing course content as a result of the mentor
experience.

The needs assessment sites are not actively involved in
programming with vocational rehabilitation agencies.

Implications

The mentor program staff will not be:able to rely on
.existing relationships between the schools and
vocational rehabilitation in implementing the program.
The mentor program staff will have to take active steps
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tO involve vocational rehabilitation and to use VR's
resources in identifying mentors.

Most of the students at the needs assessment sites have
vocational objectives in their IEP's but the objectives
often lack specificity;

I m plications

Existing vocational objectives can, in some instances,
serve as the basis for development of the mentor plan.

Mentoring planning can, in other cases, assist the
schools in the development of more specific vocational
objectives;

Informal mentoring has occurred in some existing work
experience programs and students have benefited from it;

Implication&

Development of a mentor program would ensure that a
larger population of students would have access to
mentors and the mentoring would occur on a regular,
rather than an ad hoc, basis.

The needs assessment sites were particularly interested in
shadowing experiences for their students.

Implications

Shadowing should be an important component in the
design of the mentor program.

The needs assessment sites uniformly identified
transportation as a potential problem area in the operation
of the program.

Implications

In the design of the mentor program, provision must be
made for transportation to and from the mentor site for
students who do not have access to other arrangements.

Safety issues are often raised as barriers to having
handicapped students on the work site.

Implications

The mentor staff will have to address safet_ ssues and
correct any misconceptions in making industL contacts
during the initial stages of the project.

Learning disabilities are generally hidden_ handjcaps and
employers may not be aware of learning disabled employees.
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Implications

The mentor_ staff will have to develop alternative
resources for identifying learning disabled employees;
Vocational rehabilitation and consumer groups are
possible- sources of mentors. It will be important to
identify learning disabled mentors because learning
disabled students have been named as one of the groups
most in need of a mentor experience.

The needs assessment sites are willing to assign staff to
work with the mentor staff.

Implications

Lack of access to school personnel will not be a
barrier in initiating the program; The mentor staff
should, however, make sure that the liaison staff are
assigned early on and begin to establish strong
relationships with them immediately.

The _needs assessment sites varied in the availability of
16-cal industries to work with in establishing a mentor
program.

Implications

Location and availability of local industries
determined the selection of the sites to be included in
Phase _II. Lawrence and _Shawsheen are in physical
proximity _to each other and_could work with _the same
pool of industries. For_this reason* they will be the
firtt schools to participate in the mentor program.
BICO_ is in a different_section of_the state and would
require additional logistics on the_part of_the mentor
staff and the development of an additional _poolOf
industries. For this reason, BICO will not be _added
until the second year of the project._ Scituate has no
local _high tech or large_ industry and would require a
great deal of contact with small_businesses with a ver-
limited pool of mentors._ For this reason, Scituate has
not been proposed as a site for Phase II.

V. Industry Interviews

The_ eight companies that participated in_the Phase_I feasibility
study were_representative of the larger high_technology_ companies
in the Boston metropolitan area. In general' all of the company
representatives indicated interest in and_ support for the mentor
concept. _They were willing to explore with HRA the pros and cons
of starting a _mentor program with _school systems and were
receptive to future participation, should HRA receive' Phase _II
funding. The_following is a brief summary of the content of_the
interviews. (see Appendix for industry questionnaire and list
of industries interviewed.)
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All of the companies had an affirmative action policy with regard
to handicapped employees. Some companies were more active than
others in recruitiLg disabled people; The agencies used for
recruitment were primarily Massachusetts Project With Industry
and the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission; However, most
of the companies felt that employee referrals were the best
source for hiring and as a result they receive some handicapped
applicants that are not served by the traditional job placement
agencies for disabled people;

All of the companies had at least one person designated to work
on handicapped issues; T4e responsibilities of this person
varied according to the degree of activity concerning affirmative
action training for employees and involvement in community
programs; Pour of the companies had received some type of
limited awareness/sensitivity training concerning handicapped
employees. Most of the companies had participated in or were
presently participating in community programs; However, only
three companies were actively involved with school systems;
Actual participation in programs for disabled students was
nonexistent or minimal if offered. Only two companies, the
Corporate Headquarters of Digital and Raytheon, have active on-
going programs involving handicapped students; This limited
survey colresponds with past HRA experience that most companies
in the Boston metropolitan area do not actively engage in
programs for disabled students;

Massachusetts companies are becoming more and more responsive to
the needs of school systems and as a result the number of
industry/education programs have increased significantly; Also,
as evidenced by the Corporate Partnership Program of the
Governor's Commission on the Employment of the Handicapped and
the Massachusetts Project With Industry, private companies are
becoming more aware of the needs of handicapped people; The
climate appears conducive to encouraging greater participation of
industry in special education programs;

As stated, all of the companies were supportive of and interested
in the mentor concept of matching handicapped employees with
handicapped students to improve the students world of work
orientation; Therefore, the barriers and problems involved in
implementing such a program were explored; The identification of
handicapped employees was viewed as a significant problem; While
many employees, primarily the physically handicapped, were known
to the Personnel Department, it was felt that there were many
employees with hidden disabilities that had not been identified.
Past affirmative action invitations have received a low response
rate._ Self-identification therefore has not been a successful
method of recruitment for special programs and/or .,Issistance.
Another_potential problem is the small number of entry-level jObS
available in high_technology companies for_high_school graduates.
Entry-level positions include:_ janitorial, mailroom, assembler,
clerical, shipping and receiving and sometimes_food services if
not contracted out by_the company. Most of the technical jobs
require more than a high school degree. .If mentors are to be
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recruited only from entry-level positions then the number _of
poten":ial _mentors will be even_smaller. _Companies _with high
security defense contracts could also result in a limited_number
of potential employees to act_as mentors. Student shadowing of
employees would not be possible in high security areas;

Most of the companies did not have a fixed policy concerning
volunteer time for employees during work hours; Company
sponsorship of the mentor program was viewed as critical for
obtaining release time for employees to participate in volunteer
work; Company participation would also provide an incentive for
an employee to volunteer his or her efforts toward the program;
Volunteerism was an idea that either was encouraged or viewed as
an area for further consideration and action;

Two companies had offered programs for high school students
involving shadowing activities; Both companies had positive
experiences concerning these programs and expressed great
interest in providing shadowing experiences for disabled
students; Digital Equipment Company taped a shadowing experience
and suggested to HRA that this type of video tape could be used
to market the mentor concept to other companies;

Industry Interview Findings/Implications for Phase

Self-identification of handicapped employees for affirmative
action programs _and training_has not _been asuccessful
recruitment method. This could result in a small number of
employees available to act as mentors.

Implications

HRAWill need_to seriously consider different ways Of
publicizing _the mentor program within _a company in
order to emphasize the benefits of becoming a mentor.

HRA Will need to_utilize other sources to identify a
pool of handicapped employees to act as_mentors. These
sources of mentors should include _clients from the
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission, the Commission
for the Blind, transitional employment_ programs,
supported work programs, and handicapped advocacy
groups.

HRA Will need_to_consider_using industry employees who
may not be disabled_but have a special snnsitiVity ft:it
the problems of disabled people.

Companies have_ found_that employee_referrals are the best
source of applicants for jobs inclUding those people with
handicapping conditions.

Implications

This finding supports HRA's observation that most
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students find jobs through family and friends.
Developing a "friend in the business" network for
disabled youth should help it.crease the number of
handicapped students finding jobs;

There are few entry-level pr/sitions in high technology
companies available for high school graduates.

Ilplications

MentorS Should be recruited not only from employees in
entry=level poSitionS but also from employeet who have
progressed past the entry-level as a result of further
education and training. Many handicapped Student8 have
the ability to pursue further education and trAining
but because of loW self-esteem and unrealiStic
perceptions_ of the work place do not consider pott=
secondary education as an option.

Because of the limited number of available_j0b80_ it iS
even more important for handicapped students to develop
the job skills and job search mechanisms necessary tO
obtain these jobs;

The company will need to sponsor the_ mentor program in order
to provide work release time for the employee to act as a
mentor;

Implications

If service_providers_are used_as sources for mentors,
the potential volunteers will have to agree tb have
their company approached as a program _spons6r. ThiS
should not be a problem given_ that the _service
providers HRA is_cOnsidering fOr Phase III CtihdUCt_jbb
placement for their _own clients. The companies,
therefore, are aware of the person's disabilities.

Companies have found that participation on an
industry/education committee often does not retult in any
specific tasks that industry can do for schools.

Very few companies have worked with school systems on a
regular basis capecially concerning the needs of disabled
students.

Companies in general are very supportive of the mentor
concept and are willing to work with HRA to develop a
program.

_Implications

.The three findings listed above support HRA's belief
that there is good potential to develop_ a mentor
program. Industry has been a relatively untapped
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resource. Companies are willing to participate so long
as someone can provide guidance and a specific program
for their involvement;

VI; Service _P_r_O_v_i_dez _Late_tv_i_ests

Interviews with service providers are divided into two
categoriesi state agency representatives and private_volunteer or
employment programs; The intent of the Phase_I study was_to use
state agency representatives from the MassachusettS
Rehabilitation Commission and the Divisions of Special _Education
and Occupational Education as advisors. From conversations_ with
both state and industry representativesi BRA realized that it was
necessary to also gather information_ from private_ service
providers and advocacy groups for several reasons. It _became
evident that the personnel departments of high technology
companies would be unable to provide HRA with a large group_ of
employees to act as mentors; As a resulti HRA decided to contact
employment programs for handicapped people in order to develop
another source for mentors; Because these programs are involved
in employment and training of handicapped individualsi _staff
could also provide insight as to the potential_ problems and
benefits of operating a mentor program; HRA also discovered
other mentor-type programs operating in Massachusetts; It _was
necessary to verify whether or not the HRA mentor program would
be filling a need and would complement rather than compete_ with
existing programs; These programs were also a valuable source
for information concerning program operation; (Please refer to
Appendix for the list of service providers;)

The special education/occupational education coordinator from the
Massachusetts Department of Education was especially helpful in
identifying possible secondary schools and special education
collaboratives for participation in the BRA study. One of the
Department of Education's goals is to improve the vocational
programming options available for special needs students; They
are very supportive of the mentor concept because of the industry
involvement with secondary schools and the increased attention to
pre-,vocationali world of work orientation for special needs
students.

Representatives from the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission
(MRC) also provided advice concerning the study; There was
strong support _for the concept based on the view that most
secondary schools could do a better job preparing disabled
students for employment. This in turn would aid MRC's efforts in
finding jobs for students referred from secondary schools; MRC
representatives also felt that past MRC clients would be a good
source for potential mentors; MRC regional offices can assist
HRA in identifying past clients for a pool of mentors; It was
also noted that given the few entry-level jobs available in high
technology companiesi it was a valuable lesson for special needs
students to realize that many jobs require further education
And/or training.
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Three MRC regional offices. responsible for the schools involved
in the needs assessments were also contacted for reaction to the
mentor concept; The Lowell Regional Office contact thought that
the mentor concept waS sr_i excellent idea; He pointed out that
many vocational rehabilitation (VR) clients wanted to give
something back in return for VR services; The mentor _program
would provide them wita_4Aciod opportunity to do this; He said
that a survey of counselor caseloads would be an effective method
for identifying potential kentors; The VR counselor could list
possible mentors and thSO contact them to find out whether they
would be interested in PStticipating; He noted that most high
schools in his area do not

.4_,..ave linkages with industry; He also
felt that the mentor concept was appropriate for all handicapping
conditions; Howeveri he _Was doubtful whether the concept_would
be successful for mentally ill people A psychiatric client
probably has coping Problems which would make mentoring a
difficult activity;

The contact at the MRC TsOnton Regional Office also thought the
mentor concept was a good idea; He noted that there was an
informal network of pae MRC clients who help each other and new
MRC clients This type of Personal interest he felt was critical
in helping VR clients_to excel; In addition this informal
network makes MRC a good sPtIrce of mentors; In commenting about
schoolsi he felt that the majority of special needs students were
being trained in laundry._ _rood service and janitorial work;_ He
would like to see a bro!der range of training and work sites
opened up to special neeus students; A mentor project might be
one way of increasing the options available to special needs
students; Some studens_ who have been placed in_ sheltered
employment could have succe eded in competitive employment if they
had received appropriate I--raining and support; He felt that
ditabled students could benefit greatly from the special
attention which would be Provided by a mentor type program;

The MRC Quincy Regional Office contact was also supportive of the
mentor concept in that it would provide an excellent way of
introducing students to _the world of work; She has tried to
deVelop a similar approch for VR clientsi by linking former
clients with new VR cliehts At present the system is working
informally; She definitslY felt that MRC would be an important
sourcefor mentors and_ that it would be helpful to match
ditability groups; Most FsferraIs from high schools are learning
diSabled or mentally retsred students; She very rarely receives
referrals of students wtri psychiatric problems; She felt MRC
was an excellent source fOr_identifying mentally retarded people
who__are working suocesSfUlly in industry; She supported HRA's
findings_ that_ employer0 often are unaware of employees with
hidden_disabilities; This is also true for people with learning
disabilities who are used_to covering up their disability and do
not identify themselves tP their employer; She agreed that it
was important to use some mechanism other than employers to
identify learning disabled mentors.
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Several_ employment, training and/or job placement programs for
disabled individuals were contacted for information concerning
the mentor concept and whether or not they would be a good source
of mentors. The majority of the program representatives
expressed support for the idea and a willingness to work with BRA
to identify mentors, should BRA receive funding; Most of these
programs serve adult c1ients; A clear message was that many of
these clients would be better prepared for work if they had
received appropriate vocational preparation in secondary school;
Industry involvement in schools was viewed as critical to this
process.

The Governor's Commission on the Employment of the Handicapped
and the Information Center for Individuals with Disabilities felt
that the mentor concept was an excellent idea. They agreed to
help BRA access Boston area companies for participation in the
program. These agencies will be a good source for publicizing
the program.

Mentor type programs represent the final category of service
providers interviewed_by BRA staff; These programs proved to be
an invaluable source of information concerning the need for such
a program and the problems in operating a mentor programi Three
agencies, Big Brother Association of Boston,_Partners Project of
the Boston_Center for Independent Living, and Mentor, Inc. were
interviewed.

It became clear that the HRA mentor_concept was_ substantially
different from the programs_operated by these_ three_ agencies.
However, the theme of matching young people with adults to give
advice_was the same. Both the Big Brother and Partners programs
primarily involve adults in volunteer work unrelated to _their
work situation. The_ adult_ acts _as an_ overall _triend and
confidant and becomes involved in leisure time activities. The
Big Brother Association was beginning to _investigate the
possibility of starting a program_for disabled_youth_ and when
possible would match_ the_youth with a disabled adult. The
program would focus primarily on the physically disabled student4
The Partners Program _is_ a small program _for_ disabled youth
attending private schools_in Boston. The administrators of both
programs were interested in_ the HRA_mentor_concept and expressed
Willingness to coordinate whenever it was feasible._ The Partners
administrator _felt _there was a substantial need to ptovide
vocational orientation for the _young disabled_ person. She
expressed an _interest in having HRA provide _vocational
orientation for_her program's mentors. She also_stated_that most
Of her young clients_had_never had the opportunity to develop a
relationship_with_a disabled adult and many_had never even seen_a
disabled adult. As a result, their perception of_disabled people
living independent, productive lives was distorted thus affecting
their slf-identity and self-esteem. She also sraced_that the
received many calls_ from parents, educators, and service
providers asking if there were any mentor programs for youth with
other types of_diSabilities. _She,_ therefore, felt that the HRA
mentor concept of matching disabled industry employees with
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disabled students_representing the range of disabilities_ would
answer a substantial need for vocational preparation of ditabled
students.

Mentor' Inc. is_a private human service provider which employs
the mentor model in_ a_variety of service _settings._ _They/
however, do not match disabled_students with disabled industry
employees in a role model situation. Because of Mentor, InC.'S
extensive _experience in operating various types of mentor
programs_ (e.g. _foster care, supported work) they provided much
needed information concerning_program operation _issues. The
Manager of Program_Planning:and Development identified several
issues to consider including: screening of mentors' establishing
program goals for each student and mentori_ the matching_process,
training_ for the mentors, monitoring the relationships, and
transportation

Screening

The screening of people to_act_as_mentors should not be as_ major
an issue as it is for a Big Brother type of_program. The HRA
mentor program will_involve limited interaction in a_ specific
setting; Because employers and other organizations will identify
which of _their_empoyees or clients are appropriate to act_ as
possible mentors, there is a natural screening_ process. There
will need to be a lot of give and_take between the mentor sources
and the HRA staff person in order to develop a good pool of
mentors;

Program Goals

All of_the_Mentor, Inc._mentor activities_are_based on some type
of individual service plan. This plan clearly states what are
the person's needs, what are the objectives for the person's
participation in the program, and what the mentor relationship is
expected to provide; The service plan is used as a base for
developing a contract with the mentor; Everything the mentor is
expected to do is precisely explained; This is critical for
several reasons First, it provides a basis for monitoring the
effectiveness of_the program._ Secondly, it provides an initial
orientation to the needs of the client. Finally, it recognizes
the importance and capability of the mentor; it is a formal
acknowledgement that the mentor can provide a service and meet
the needs of another individual.

It was suggested for the HRA mentor program that the mentor
relationship be based on the Individual Education Plan (IEP),
arising out of vocational goals. If there are no vocational
goals in the IEP or they are not specific enough, a supplemental
plan might be developed in conjunction with the teacher; The
specifics of this plan should help in formulating an appropriate
mentor relationship; Por example, if a student is having self-
image problems, it might be most important to match with a

successful person with the same disability, regardless of the job
the mentor is performing; On the other hand; where a student has
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a strong interest in a particular job area, the mentor's
disability may be less important. It was suggested that HRA be
flexible about matching. Matching by disability _may be too
restrictive in some instances. It was also noted that some
issues relating to handicapped persons in the workplace are
generalizable, e.g. attitudes of supervisors and co-workers, etc.

Matching Process

It is advisable to develop the mentor relationships incrementally
after the initial development phase of the program. Develr,ning
approximately four mentor matches per month will allor for a more
manageable process. The following are some factors to consider
in making a match.

what are the disabilities of the proposed mentor and
the student? Do they preclude communication? Do they
preclude the match in any other way?

what is the job performed by the proposed mentor? How
does the job match with the interests of the student?

Ate_ the personalities Of the proposed mentor arid

student complementary?

Does the mentor a d student's available time coincide?

Making a good match requires a lot of effort and savvy on the
part of the project_coordinator. It would_be helpful if this
person had_some vocational background as well as an ability to
present him/herself well to the schools and the mentor resources.

Training for Mentors

An orientation session for_the mentors is_needed to provide a
general introduction to the _program, its goals, who is
participating, and the evaluation_ procedures. A general
introduction to the students should also be provided concerning
needs, IEP objectives_and teacher comments. _Other information
and assistance should be provided on an individual basis.

Monitoring

It was suggested that debriefing sessions be conducted by the
project coordinator after the mentor/student meetings. The
coordinator should meet with each_person separately. The basis
for the debriefing sessions should be the service plan/mentor
contract. All of the debriefing results should be recorded and
an end-of-the-year report on overall program results, issues,
problems, and suggestions should be prepared.

Transportation

Transportetion was mentioned by all of the service providers as a
critical issue which can present a major obstacle for program
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success.
_ .

The Mentor, Inc. repretentative did not feel it was
realistic to depend on the mentors for transportation especially
if BRA is focussing on using entry-level people. These people
may have a difficult time getting themselves to work and may, in
fact, rely on someone else for transportation. Having a student
on-site for several hours, showing the student around, explaining
work requirements will be a major change in the mentor's work
routine. Asking for more than this is probably unrealistic.

Service Provider Interview Findings/Implications for Phase LI

One of the Department of Education goals is to improve the
vocational programming options available for special
education students.

Improved vocational preparation of students referred to MRC
will help VR job placement efforts.

Implications

A goal of the mentor program is to expand the world of
work orientation for special needs _students. Thit
satisfies both MRC and Department of Education concerns
for_ improving the vocational_preparation Of _special
needs stUdents. Thit ShOUld help in Marketing the
program.

There are few entry-level jobs available for high school
graduates.

Implications

Thit finding was supported_by the indUstry interviews.
HRA Will also need to consider_mentors as role models
fOr further edUcation and training.

There_ exiSts an infottal job oriented network of_ former VR
Clients interested in helping each other and new VR Client8.

VR counselors are supportive of the mentor concept and_ are
interested in working With HRA to develop a pool Of
mentort.

Implications

The MRC Regional Offices should be a valuable SOUtde of
potential mentors.

o Employers_ are_ often UnaWare _Cf employees_ with_ _hidden
ditabilities inCluding thOte With learning disabilitie8 Or
emotional problems which have been overcciMe.

IMplications

Thit ptovidet additional Support to the finding that
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HRA will need to utilize a variety of sources to
develop a pool of menZors.

The mentor concept is appropriate for all handicapping
conditions, however, matching students with emotional
problems may present some difficulties;

Implications

HRA will need to carefully consider each type of
handicapping condition and will need to remain flexible
in order to make adjustments in the program to overcome
problems in recruitment;

Special education students need to receive a broader range
of training than is presently available. Many are
inappropriately placed in sheltered workshops.
With additional or different training many students
could be placed in competitive employment;

Industry involvement in schools is critical;

Tmpl_icatiams

Not only will the mentor program increase a student's
understanding of the world of work, school personel's
understanding should also increase; This will
hopefully lead to vocational programming that more
appropriately reflects the needs of industry.

Disabled students rarely come into contact with disabled
adults;

Implications

The lack of disabled role models seriously affects a
disabled student's self-identity and feelings of self-
confidence. A mentor program would provide much needed
contact with disabled adults who lead independent
productive lives.

Transportation is viewed as a critical issue.

Implications

HRA will need to carefully explore with the companies,
school systems and service providers methods of
transporting the students to the mentor worksites.

The following is a list of program operating procedures which
will be carefully considered when developing the Phase II
program.

The screening of mentors should be closely coordinated
with the agencies or companies providing the mentors.
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The matching process should be very flexible and should
depend on the needs of the student.

Individual program goals will need to be developed for
each student. The IEP may be used.

A mentor contract will need to be developed in order to
clearly explain what will be expected of the mentor.

The program will be more manageable if the matching
process occurs in increments, e.g. four matches per
month.

An orientation session will need to be
both mentors and students.

condUcted for

Monitoring the relationships is critical to document
successes and problems and resolve problems as they
occur;

VII; Detuelopmeat _of_ a Mentor Model

The findings of the Phase I feasibility study strongly support
the development of a mentor program for disabled students; All
of the people contacted concerning the mentor concept responded
favorably and often enthusiastically to the idea and felt that it
served a critical need for improved vocational programming for
disabled students.

As staff solicited comments concerning industry volunteerism, it
became clear that most people could readily focus and respond to
the concept of mentor relationships. The majority felt that by
starting with a specific mentor program it would eventually be
possible to expand industry involvement to other aspects 'of

school programming or activities which could involve school
personnel training; People also felt that improved coordination
between vocational education, vocational rehabilitation and
special education could be an additional benefit of the mentor
program. The development of a mentor model therefore meets the
three Phase I project objectives as listed in section II of this
report.

The information gathered in the Phase I study enabled HRA staff
to develop a concept for a mentor program which could be
initiated in various secondary school settings. The research
process also resulted in several industries, service providers
and school settings willing to participate in a Phase II program.
The positive results and the following three major findings
provided the encouragement and information necessary for the
development of the Phase II proposal.

School systems are searching for ways to develop relationships
with industry in order to improve the vocational preparation and
job placement of disabled students; Many high technology
companies are receptive to working with schools but lack the
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knowledge as to what specifically they can do for schools.
Disabled students often have unrealistic perceptions of the work
place combined with self-confidence problems in regard to whether
or not they can function in a work setting. Finally, disabled
youth lack role models of successfully employed disabled adults.
The mentor program outlined by HRA for Phase II funding provides
one possible method for helping to solve the problems discussed
in the Phase I study. It is important to demonstrate_that such a
program can operate successfully. Therefore, HRA, for the SHIR
Phase II study proposed to operate_a demonstration mentor program
at three different secondary school settings. The results will
be captured in a training manual to provile companies and schools
with a specific program that can be adapted to local needs and
provide a focus for collaboration.
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hro
235 bear hill road waltham. massechusent 02154 1612i 890.2698

THE MENTOR PROJECT: INVOLVING HANDICAPPED
EMPLOYEES IN THE TRANSITION OF HANDICAPPED YOUTH

FROM SCHOOL TO WORK

CONTRACT NO. 300-84-0175

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

For the U.S. Department of Education, Harold Russell Associates, Inc. (HRA) of
Waltham, Massachusetts has undertaken a project aimed at improving the
transition of handicapped youth from school to work. The purpose of this
project is to conduct a feasibility study to collect information concerning
industry volunteerism. Models will be developed for systematically involving
disabled employees and their supervisors from high technology and related
companies in a mentor role. Model preparation will also focus on the
integration of special education, vocational education and vocational
rehabilitation resources in order to assure that industry involvement occurs as
part of a continuum of services. The major project tasks are as follows:

development of selection criteria and the identification
of school districts to be involved in the study;

development and conduct of a needs assessment
selected school districts;

identification of potential companies to become involved
in the study;

conduct interviews of industry personnel to explore the
potential for and limits to volunteerism; and

preparation of a model utilization plan for involvement
of industry volunteers as mentors in coordinated
programs between special education, vocational education
and vocational rehabilitation.

A Project Advisory Committee, including representatives of school districts,
local vocational rehabilitation and industry, and state representatives of
special education, vocational education and vocational rehabilitation, will
provide guidance to the staff throughout the course of the project. The
feasibility study will lay the foundation for the preparation of guides,
training manuals and presentation materials in order to demonstrate and
disseminate models of industry volunteerism.

PROJECT SPONSOR: U.S. Department of Education

PROJECT STAFF: Duncan Ballantyne, Project Manager
Sarah Patton* Principal Investigator
Mary McGee, Senior Associate

management consultants on issues relating to handicapped Persons
an 8(a) contraCtor
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Program:

Name and Title
of Person Interviewed:

Addiess/Phone:

Date of Interview:

Interviewer(s):

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

School Questionnaire

1. Describe the site and _characteristics of the district(s)
served by the school or special education collaborative.

a) area

b) population

nuMber of students

d) nuMber of handicapped students

type Of industry and business in the area
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2._ Describe_the range Of handicapping conditions served by the
school or collaborative.

3. Are the majority of handicapped students mainstreamed into
the regular courses?

Describe any separate programming

Vocational Programming

1; Describe the range of vocational offerings for handicapped
stuients;

a) Pre-vocational and/or vocational preparation

b) Work experience or work/study programs

Vocational-technical training

1) Does this occur only in the area Voc-Tech school?
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2) Does this also occur in the comprehentive high
school(s)?

3) Are the courses competency based?

4) Have any special accommodationt been made?

Describe any separate vocational=technical courses
for handicapped studentt.

6) Do the Voc-tech courtes meet t e needs of the local
labor market?

d) Other

2. Are the handicapped Students mainstreamed into the regular
vocational program? If not are the vocational offerings
comparable to those for non-handicapped students?
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11. Describe any family involvement in vocational programming.

12; Describe any support services provided in conjunction with
vocational programming;

Coordination

I. Comment on the interaction between special education and
vocational education;

Are special education teachers resistant to working on
vocational issues?

now has this been resolved?

b) Are vocational teachers resistant to working with handi-
capped students?

How has this been resolved?



2. Comment on VR involvement with the school(s);

a) Ate VR services accessible for handicapped students?

Are VR services duplicative of or complementary to
special education and or vocational education?

Are the IEP's coordinated with the IWRP's?

3. DeScribe the school's or collaborative's interaction with
local employment resources such as JTPA or the ES agency.

4. Describe relationships with other state agencies.

5. Describe the relationship between the vocational-technical
school and the comprehensive high school(s) or collaborative.
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6. Describe the relationship with the junior high or middle
schools.

a) Could the relationship be improved in order to enhance
vocational programming for handicapped students?

7; In addition to the existing program, what_can the school or
collaborative do to improve the vocational preparation of
handicapped students in order to aid in their trantition from
school to work?

INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT

1. List the major companies in the school's or collaborative's
geographic area.

2. Describe any industry involvement in vocational programming
for handicapped students?
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3. _What type_of industry involvement would be beneficial fOr the
handicapped students?

a) career days

b) shadowing experiences

c) vocational preparation - interviewing techniques,
confidence building, labor market information, job seeking
and job keeping skills.

d) networking

e) other

4. The men_tor concept is basically to_establish_a network for
handicapped_students in order tc: provide a needed resource_for
their transition to work. HOw could the school use or expand on
the conc_ept to enhance vocational programming for handicapped
students:

5; Describe the mechanisms that would be involved in planning
And implementing an industry volunteer program.

Designated staff for involvement

b) School policies_ concerning student time spent with
industry employees
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Number of handicapped studentt that would benefit from

such a program

d) Types of handicapping conditions of students that could

benefit from such a program.

6. Comment on _the possibility of involving the junior high or

middle schools in an industry volunteer program.



6. Describe the company's existing mechanisms which could be
used to develop an industry volunteer program for handicapped
students.

What would be the barriers to Starting such a program?

b) What would be the benefits?

7. _Comment on whether or not your companies entry level
employees would be better prepared for work if the secondary
scnools wid concentrated on vocational preparation training



INTERVIEWS

HIGH TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES

Digital Equipment Corporation - U.S. EMployment Offide

Digital Equipment Corporation - Tewksbury Division

Massachusetts Corporate Partnership PrOgram

MITRE Corporation

New England TelephOne

Polaroid Company

Raytheon Company - Corporate Headquarters

Raytheon Missile Systems Division in Andover

Raytheon Missile Systems Division in Lowell



INTERVIEWS

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Alternatives UnliMited

BaY State Skills Cotporation

Big Brother Association of Boston

COAP - Center for Octupatio-nal Awareness and Placement

Governor's Commission On the EMployment of the Handicapped

Information Center for Individuals With Disabilities

Massachusetts Commission fOr the Blind

Massachusetts Department of EdUCation, Division of Special
Education

Massachusetts Executive Office Of Human Servicet

Massachusetts Office Of Handicapped Affairt

Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission
Quincy Regional Office
Taunton Regional Office
Lowell Regional Office-

Mentori Inc.

Newton Public Schools; Supported Work Program

Northeast Independent Living Program, Inc.

-;Partners Project; Boston Center for Independent Living

Projects With Industry - Massachusetts

Supported Work Program in Taunton (Part of Mentor, Inc.)

Transitional Employment Program (TEP) Collaborative

Wellmett Employment Services


